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+b,(@,+a,+a,)}— 

~ 

+b, 

(5) Fda, + a, - Sa, 

— Fa, db, a, -- Sb aya, 

By analogy it is easy to see that the general equation assumes the form 

Sb, , ag aa, + .. + . .4,=0. 

The symbolic forms 

2b, 4s, 

2b, 

will be understood by comparing equations (3), (4), and (5). 

2. Special applications and transformations of the above equations will be 

given in subsequent paragraphs. 

If the n lines are parallel 

ne 

and the resulting locus is similar to (1); and if the n lines consist of two, three, 

four and five sets of parallel lines the resulting loci will be similar to equations 

(2), (8), (4), and (5). In general the loci will differ only in having the constants 

Oy, Ba, 

replaced respectively by the sum of the intercepts of the lines having the corres- 

ponding slopes, 

4 

Hy, Ha, My. 
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The k systems will thus give the same locus as would the k lines which 

would result by considering each system separately. 

If n=2m, i. e. if nis even, and the first half of the lines have the same slope 

as the second half then the expressions for = and 7 can be expressed by one-half 

the number of terms and the locus will be of the mth degree. If the lines form a 

regular polygon that is symmetrical with respect to the origin, n still being even, 

then the intercepts will be equal in pairs but of opposite sign ; consequently 

==0 and 7—0, and the locus is the point (0, 0). The same conclusions can be 

obtained from the general equation and also by plotting. 

Equation (2) is a hyperbola and if we assume 

a,=~—a,, and b,=b,=1, 

it becomes 

(6) 7? —F* —2n=0, 

an equilateral hyperbola. 

In equation (3) assume 

a, 3, a,=0, 

b, b,=— 2b38=2, 

the three lines then form an equilateral triangle and the locus is 

(7) —3(42 + n*?)=0, (see Fig. 13). 

In equation (5) assume 

b,=),, 

b,=bs, 

b,=b,, identical. 

The five lines then form a regular pentagon and the origin at the center of 

gravity ; the locus is 

a2 a,?=—0, (see Fig. 18). 

3. The equation of the tangent to the curve 

f(=, n)=0 

= 

= 
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For equation (7) the tangent is a 

22(1+7 Q=2(]--7 

The equations of the locus higher than the second degree j 

df df 

d= dy) 
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will contain no terms independent of = or 7 and consequently the value of y in 

the equation of the tangent for the point (0, 0) is indeterminate. Equation (8) 

will serve as an application. This is a further illustration that the origin is often 

an isolated point. 
The general method for obtaining the equation of the tangent in terms of x 

and y is to solve the equation 

for 7 in terms of =, there will be n values for 7, and substitute these values for » 

in the equation of the tangent. Assign definite values to | and obtain the corres- 

ponding values for 7» in terms of =. Since 7 has n values there will be n tangents, 

real or imaginary. 

A similar discussion applies throughout to the normal. 

4. When the locus is of odd degree and symmetrical with respect to the 

origin linear transformations can be obtained for which the equation is invariant. 

Transform the cubic 

by the linear transformation 

N=MoL-+CoY, 

the result is 

3x? (mF cy? (38m,¢2 —3m,c? —6e,e,m, )— 

+c7 )+y3(¢% )—0. 

The following conditions are sufficient to make the two equations identical : 

m2+m,?=1, 

ef +céf=—1, 

m3—3m,m 

The solution of these equations gives the two following sets of values either 

of which will satisfy the condition for invariance : 

3, 

| 
| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

| 

¢,=— 4/3, 



and 

m,==4, 

M,=4)/ 3, 

3, 

The corresponding substitutions are 

and 

Transformation (1) corresponds to a rotation of the axes through an angle, 

d me and transformation (2) is equivalent to a rotation of #= 3 and changing 

y to --y. <A transformation of this nature is known as a reflection. 

From the above it follows that the cubic is invariant to the substitutions 

x, SER 

.. 

oO 

and 

= ++ ysin 
3 

78iIn— 3 ycos 

where k’ is odd. 

The transformations for the general case are 

n 

2k7 
+ ycos — 

n n 

and 

& =xcos——— + ysin 
n 

— yeos — 
n n 

| 
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where k’ is odd. The first expression for § and » represents rotations, and the 

second represents reflections. 

5. Inversion.* 

Let k be any point, (&, 7) on the locus; O the origin; p=, (S*+ 7") the 

radius vector of the point k. With O as center and any radius, R, describe a cir- 

cle. Find a point, (2, y) such that 

The above conditions give 

vk? 

This transformation gives the inverse of the original locus which in the 

general case assumes the following form : 

n 

1 

bs (y— (y—ra,)+ 

This inverse is of the (n+1)st degree, but if the origin is changed for the 

general locus it will then-have an absolute term and the inverse would then be 

of the 2nth degree. In the derivative eqaation the origin is an (n—1)-fold point 

and an n-fold point in the inverse. 

Comparison of the general equation and its inverse shows that each is in- 

variant ta the same substitutions if (v?+y?) is invariant to the same. For the 

general linear transformation the conditions for such invariance are 

m,* -+-m,*==1, 

m,c,+m,c,=0, or — 
Ms ¢, 

These are the relations between the coefficients of « and y for a rotation or 

for a reflection. 

In equation (6) change the origin so that the term —2y will disappear and 

assume R=—1, the inverse will then be the Lemniscate of Bernoulli. 

The inverse of equation (7) is 

0 (see Fig. 13). 

*Williamson’s Differential Calculus, , age 226, seventh edition. 
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The original locus and the latter touch in their vertices ; both are invar- 

iant to the same substitutions ; the inverse to the sides of the fundamental trian- 

gle are tangent circles to the inverse at the origin ; the inverse of the tangents at 

the vertices are tangent circles at the vertices of each curve and pass through the 

origin ; the two curves have a three-fold symmetry with respect to the lines mak- 

ing angles k7/3 through the origin.* (See Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.) 

6. Topological investigations. 

The definition and generation of these curves is of such a nature as to ren- 

der them very suitable for topological investigations. For the sake of brevity 

these investigations will be confined to n lines which form a polygon in the or- 

dinary sense. The results can be extended to the most general case. The prim- 

itive origin will be defined as that origin from which the locus is determined, or 

through which the variable ray, y=Az passes. 

For n lines the locus consists of n branches since the ray goes n times to 

infinity ; (n—1) of these branches pass through the origin ; curves with isolated 

*These curves have also been studied by Dr. Arnold Emch of the University of Colorado, in an un- 

published article of 1893. 
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points can be obtained only for positions of the origin within the polygon, the or- 

igin being the isolated point; when the origin is external to the polygon (n—1) 

tangents to the locus can be drawn through it; each tangent is its own inverse ; 

the inverse of each branch cuts the circle of reference in the same two points as 

does the branch itself; the tangent to each branch through the origin is 

Fig. 14 

an asymptote to the inverse of that brdnch. These statements apply only to the 

primitive origin and in general when it is not an isolated point. Tangents to the 

inverse through the origin are parallel to the asymptotes of the given locus ; if 

the origin is not on the locus the inverse consists of n loops passing through this 

origin which form a closed curve. This fact is of interest because it indicates the 

continuity through infinity of the original locus in the sense of the theory 

of transformations. These statements apply to any origin. 

The locus of the inverse point for the various branches differs according to 

the size of the circle of reference as well as fur the position of the origin also when 

the origin is the primitive origin or otherwise. 

When a number of branches intersect at the primitive origin and another 

/ 
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origin is then selected the inverse loops then resulting will have a common point 

of intersection. If the origin is so chosen that one or more of the (n—1) branches 

through the primitive origin is concave toward it then the inverse of the inde- 

pendent branch will be entirely within the inverse of each and all of the other 

branches and vice versa if the origin is chosen within the independent branch. If 

the origin is so that all branches are convex toward it no inverse loop will lie 

within another. 

For two lines one branch of the locus will always pass through the origin ; 

for three lines the origin can be so chosen that, two branches, one branch, or no 

branch will pass through the origin ; for four lines, three, two, or one branch will 

pass through the origin. 

Further investigations in the thesis would seem to indicate that by prop- 

erly choosing the positions of the n lines and the origin, (n—1), (n—2), ....1, 

or no branches will pass through the origin according as n is even or odd. 

Let a be odd and the intersecting lines form a regular polygon of n sides 

and the center of gravity be taken as primitive origin. The particular case of 

the equilateral triangle has been considered. 

The locus consists of n branches symmetrically arranged with respect to 

the origin. Let the circle of reference be tangent to these branches at the ver- 

tices. The inverse is a closed curve of n symmetrical loops each of which is tan- 

gent to its derivative branch at the vertex and passes through the origin ; the lo- 

cus and its inverse have an n-fold symmetry with respect to the tangents to the 

inverse through the origin ; these tangents are parallel to the sides of the polygon, 

are n in number and make angles of k7/n with each other ; the sides of the poly- 

gon are asymptotes to the original locus ; the inverse of the sides of the polygon 

‘are tangent circles to the inverse of the origin ; the inverses of the tangents at 

the vertices are tangent circles at the same points and pass through the origin ; 

the locus and its. inverse are invariant to the same substitutions. 

If the origin is taken on a line or at the intersection of two lines the prob- 

lem reduces to that of (n—1) or (n—2) lines. This suggests that if the origin is 

chosen in the immediate vicinity of such a point the resulting locus will bear a 

close relation to those of the (n—1)st or (n—2)nd order. Geometrical compari- 

son of these loci and the algebraic relations between the coefficients are interest- 

ing points for investigation. A large amount of topological work has shown up 

many facts of a less general nature but sufficient to indicate that the problem may 

be considerably enlarged. 
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THE SUMMATION OF TWO SERIES. 

By G. B. M. ZERR. A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa. 

As the following series occur in the solution of problem 121, Calculus, the 

method of summing them, though neither difficult nor tedious, may be of inter- 

est to many of our readers. 

n?(n?+8)a4  n? (n4+40n? + 

ne  n(nt+20n? +24)25 

n(n®-¢-70n* +784n2?+720)x7 

The general term of both being 

e+ [2(r+ +n* Ja, 2 

(r+3)(r+4) 

(A), (n?+8)a nF(nt +4 n? +184) 

3! ! 

/dx? n&(n#+40n? +184) x4 
d?y dx? ) ( T 04) 

n? times (A) gives n?v 

In2(n2 +2) v4 

i 

(i+a?)* times (2) gives 

)2(d2y/dx?): +4)a (nt + 16n* +-16)a 

(3)+(4)+(5) gives + 2x(1+a? )(dy/dx)+n?y 

From (B), dy/dx 

n(n? n(n®+70n4 +784n* +720) 

2! 4! 6! 

u(n® 4-2)a ‘n* + 20n* +24)x5 nin* + 20n* +24)x* 

3! 
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n(n® +70n4 + 784n? + 

n® times (B) gives 

n3(n? +2)x3 +20n? +24)x5 

3! 5! 

2x(1-+a*) times (7) gives 

+8) x5 

(1+2?)*(d*y/dx? ) 

3 2 \ 3/m4 2 2 

3! 5! 

(9) + (10) + (11) gives (142? )?(d2y/daz?) +22(1+2? )(dy/dz)+n?y=0, 

the same as (6)....(12). 

Multiplying (6) and (12) through by 2(dy/dx), and integrating, we get 

(1+2?)?(dy/dzx)? +n? y*? + C=-0. 

When x=0, from (A), y=1, dy/dx=0. 

When «=0, from (B), y=0, dy/dz=n. 

.. In either case, C=—n*®. .*. 

or sin~!y=ncot—!z + D. 

From (A), when x=-0, y=1. 

y=sin(ntan—!z+ + 37), 

From (B), when «=0, y=0. 

.. 

| 

| 
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DEPARTMENTS. 

SOLUTIONS OF PROBLEMS. 

ARITHMETIC. 

147. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Se. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, 
Defiance, Ohio. 

Stock bought m=10% above par, pays p=8% on the investment. What per cent. 

will it pay if bought at n=10% discount ? 

II. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR. A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia. Pa.; W. P. WEBBER, Mis- 
sissippi Normal College, Houston, Miss.; F. L. SAWYER, Mitchell, Ontario, Can.; and M. E. GRABER, Heidelberg 
University, Tiffin, 0. 

p(1004+ m)+(100--n) 

But m=10%, p=8%, n 

8(100+10) 

Note.—We publish a second solution of this problem because there was some criticism on the solu- 

tion published in the last number of the MontHLy. We agreed with Mr. Lawrence in his interpretation 

of the problem, and for that reason published his solution. We clearly see how the problem may be in- 

terpreted in accordance with above solution, and that is the interpretation intended by the proposer. 

Ep. F. 

148. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D.. Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, 
Defiance, Ohio. 

According to his contract a professor is to receive $1800. in cash plus board, ete., for 

his services during a scholastic year of nine months. This sum is payable in equal install- 

ments of $200. at the end of each scholastic month. The treasurer, however, paid the pro- 

fessor in ten equal installments of $180. The last two installments were paid Monday and 

Thursday of the last week in the scholastic year. Regarding money worth 6%, out of how 

much was the professor defrauded by the wiley treasurer ? 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

$20(.04+.035 + .03 + .025+-.02+.015+.01 + .005) $20 x .18 = $3.60. 

He paid him $180 4 days before due. 

$180 x .00$-=-12 cents. $3.60—$0.12—$3.48. 

149. Proposed by JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND. LL. D., Portland, Me. 

A wine cask contains 256 gallons of wine; acertain quantity isdrawn off and the cask 

is filled with water; the same quantity of the mixture is drawn off and the cask is again 

filled with water and so on for four draughts, when there remain only 81 gallons of wine 

in the cask. How many gallons of wine are drawn at each of the draughts? [Colburn’s 
Algebra. | 
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I. Solution by JAMES F. LAWRENCE, A. B., Rogers Academy, Rogers, Ark.; 8. F. NORRIS, Baltimore City 
College, Baltimore, Md.; and G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa. 

Let a=256=the contents of the cask. 

amount taken out at each draught, —64. 

a—x—the amount of wine after first drawing. 

a—« 
-—- —==proportion of wine to each gallon of mixture. 
a 

———— =amount of wine drawn off at second drawing, 
a 

==amount of wine after second drawing. 

=amount of wine drawn off at third drawing, =36. 

ss amount of wine after third drawing. 
a” 

=amount of wine drawn off at fourth drawing, 

——.—-==amount of wine after fourth drawing. 

=amount of wine after fourth drawing. 

Solved in like manner by C. A. LINDEMANN, M. E. GRABER, and P. S. BERG. 

Professor Norris sent in a second solution which generalizes the following solution. 

II. Solution by D. B. NORTHRUP, Mandana, N. Y., and the PROPOSER. 

If one half of the wine is left after the first draught, of course one quarter 

is left after the second, one eighth after the third, and one sixteenth after the 

fourth. Hence the number of gallons left after the fourth draught divided by the 

whole quantity is the fourth power of the proportion left after the first draught. 

So the fourth root of ,';—=j, the proportion left, and }—64—number of gallons 

first drawn, and 48, 36, and 27 the number at each of the other draughts. 

ALGEBRA. 

127. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

Sum to n terms the series’ 

6 

3.4.5 ° 3° 
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Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa.; NELSON L. RORAY, Pal- 
myra, N. Y., and the PROPOSER. 

n+3 1 

n(n+1)(n+2) 3” 

en 1 1 1 1 

1 1 

“2.2.1 

1 

2.3.4.3?” 

] 

2.4.5.33 

The general term u,= 

Un 

Un= 2(n+1)(n4+2).3" 

Adding, we get for the sum 

2(n+1)(n+2)°3"" 
Also solved by ELMER SCHUYLER. 

128. Proposed by ELMER SCHUYLER, B. Sc., Teacher of German and Mathematics, Boys’ High School, 
Reading, Pa. 

Solve 

I. Solution by JOHN A. VAN GROOS, B. S., Graduate Student and Assistant in Mathematics, University of 
Oregon, Eugene, Ore. 

Writing the equation in the form 

(234+ )+ (x? ( a+ )=28, 

by the theory of reciprocal equations, we have 

+v, +0,—=28, where v,=23 —38z, v, =2* —2, 1/2. 

Substituting these values, we have 

23 

By Newton’s method of divisors we find that 3 is a root of this equation. 

(2—8)(2? +424+10)=0. 28, 24+) (—6), c= (— 6). 

Since z=2+1/z, we have 



for the roots of the equation. 

II. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa., and P. S. BERG, Lari- 
more, N. D. 

Divide through by x* and we get 

(x? 

(a® 

Let (v+1/r)=y. 

Add ?y to both members, 

vty? +ty=ty +30... .(1). 

y times (1) gives y#+y3+4y?=$y? +30y. (y? +4y)?=—fy? +30y. 

Add 10(y? + 4y) to both members, 

(y? + + 10(y? +4y)=2y? +30y-+ 10(y? + 

Completing the square, 

+4y)* + 10(y? +4y) +25=“9y? +35y+25. y? 

y?—d3y=—0, or y? +4y=— 10. 

y=0, 38, —6). 

or c= 4(3+ 7/5). 

a+1/r—=—2(1 + — 6), or —6)+ [4, (—6)—6]. 

—6), or r=— —6) + [— (—6) — 6]. 

III. Solution by J. M. BOORMAN, Woodmere. L. I., and the PROPOSER. 

Let 1+a?—22. Then 

+ 27+ or [zx—a] [za] [2x + (1). 

» 

Dividing (2) by z—3, we have z?-+4z+10—0, whence z=—2+)/—6. 

Since therefore x? + or —6]. 
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+ 1/5] or +p [—6¥ //(—6)}}. 

Also solved by JOHN M. ARNOLD, GEORGE D. BIRKHOFF, M. E. GRABER, J. SCHEFFER, L. 
C. WALKER, and H. C. WHITAKER. 

GEOMETRY. 

THE PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. 

In the supposed ‘‘new proof”’ of the Pythagorean Theorem by. Dr. Loom- 

is, which was published last month, there appears a glaring fallacy. A number 

of our readers have written to us, saying that they do not understand Dr. Loom- 

is’ reasoning. The fact is, that the proof as published begs the question. That 

is, what is desired to be proved, is assumed. Dr. Loomis says that he had a par- 

pose in this. He says he desired to turn the attention of thinkers to the graph 

submitted. The fallacy entirely escaped our notice until our attention was called 

to it by several of our contributors. Dr. Loomis’ fallacy lies in this: If 4ar+ 

4r°> or <Zbe, then a®+4ar+4r?> or <b?+2bce+c?, by adding a?=b? +c?. 

Now we know that a®+4ar? +4r?=b? +2bc+c?. Hence, if it is assumed 

that 4ar+4r*?> or <2bc, the only warranted conclusion is that a? << or >b?+c?. 

Prof. B. F. Yanney says that such reasoning as employed in the proof 

given by Dr. Loomis would make 4ar=b* +c? or 4r?=b? + ¢?, or even r?==b? +c?. 

We publish the following direct proof by Professor Sawyer, which we be- 

lieve will stand the test of sound reasoning. Similar direct proofs were received 

from W. H. Carter, D. E. Lehman, Anna L. Benschoten, and Hon. Josiah H. 

Drummond. 

Direct proof by F. L. SAWYER, B. A., Mitchell, Ont. 

Connect O with the vertices A, B, and C. 

a+2r=—b+-c....(1). 

2at+2r—a+bte. 

4ar+ 4r? —2r(a+b+e). 

Now the sum of the areas of the triangles AOB, 

BOC, COA=area of triangle ABC. 

.. 4ar+4r?=2be by substituting (1) in (3). 

But since a+2r—b+c.°. a®+4ar+4r2?=b? +c? +2be. 

a®=b?+¢c?, 

Problem 153, Geometry, is erroneous, it should read as follows : 

If P,P’, Q,Q’, are the extremities of two chords of a conic section passing 

through the focus, A, and at right angles to each other, show that the sum of the 

squares of the reciprocals of AP, AP’, AQ, and AQ’ is constant. 
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158. Proposed by JOHN MACNIE, A. M., Professor of Latin, University of North Dakota. 

Show by a simple diagram that: 
(a) If the angle-sum of an equilateral triangle is constant, that constant is a straight 

angle. 

(b) If the angle-sum is less than a straight angle, the sum increases as the triangle 

grows less. 
(c) If the angle-sum is greater than a straight angle, the sum decreases as the tri- 

angle grows less. 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, Phila- 
delphia, Pa. 

(1) In the plane equilateral triangle whose sides are equal to AB, the an- 

gle sum is constant and equal to a straight angle. 

(2) In the spherical equilateral triangle whose sides 

are equal to AEB, the angle sum is less than a straight 

angle and approaches a straight angle as the sides approach 

straight lines. 

(3) In the spherical equilateral triangle whose sides 

are equal to ADB, the angle sum is greater than a straight 

angle and this sum approaches a straight angle as the sides 

approach straight lines. In (2) the angle sum must increase and in (3) decrease 

to approach a straight angle. 

Also solved by the PROPOSER. 

159. Proposed by FRANCIS W. HANNAWALT, Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Iowa Wesleyan 
University, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. 

A man desires to lay out a half-mile race course by using two circles of 150 feet rad- 

ius and their internal tangents. How far apart shall the circles be placed ? 

I, Solution by H. C. WHITAKER, Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics, Manual Training School, Philadelphia, 
Pa. 

Draw the figure to the scale of 1:150. Denote the half distance between i 

centers by x. Then one fourth of the whole path=,/[x*—1]+sec—![—2]—4.4, 4 

If Ax) =—1.26 ; f(x) =—0.57 ; i) 
f(%)=+0.34 ; r=2.63728. 

Required distance—300r—=791. 169 feet. 

II. Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., The Temple College, Philadelphia, Pa.; and F. ANDEREGG, A. 
M., Oberlin College, Oberlin, 0. 

Let BD—150 feet=r, 7 DBC=—6. 

Then CD=rtané, CB=rsec#, arcDH= 

r(w7— 6), LK=2r(sec6—1). 

Length of 

feet. 

600(7— 0+tan#)=2640. 

w—O+tand—4.4. 
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6=67° 43’ nearly. AB=2rsec#=791.16 feet. 

feet. 

Also solved by J. SCHEFFER. 

CALCULUS. 

119. Proposed by JOHN M. COLAW, A. M., Monterey, Va. 

Rectify the Folium of Descartes, the equation of which is «* + y*+3axry—0. 

Solytion by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

1 
Substitute — and for x and y, respectively, (re- 

volving the axis through 135°) and the equation becomes 

or 3y?(at+a,/ 2)—2? 2). 

(da—ay/2) 

[8(at+ay 2)] 

3a* —22? 

[2(9a4 + 12a% 2+12a? a? —424)] 

dy 

Let 2=2asiné. 

1—sin@ 

2a V (18—20sin4+ 16sin? 4—8sin+*@) 

6. 

Also solved by ELMER SCHUYLER. 

For the loop, § ld 
- 

120. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

The axis of a paraboloid of revolution coincides with the generating line of a eylin- 
inder ; the diameter of a cylinder and the latus-rectum of the parabola are each equal to 

the common altitude, a. Find the surface and volume of each part into which the parab- 
oloid is divided by the cylinder. 

Solution by the PROPOSER. 

a* +y*=az is the equation to the paraboloid. 

Volume of paraboloid==v, 

Surface of 1). 

| | 
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x*-+y?—ax is the equation of the cylinder. 

For the surface of the paraboloid within the cylinder, 

V[1+(dy/dx)? +(dy/dz)?] 

7a 

az—2* 

(a+ 42)? dz (a4 (a+42)dz 12 J 9 (az—2z?) 12 

Let z=asin2$é, 

2 

1 
~ 37 

x 

| 

*, sand s,—s are the parts of the surface. 
For the volume common to both. 

/ 0 

Also solved by L. C. WALKER. 

MECHANICS. 

123. Proposed by W. J. GREENSTREET, M. A., Editor of The Mathematical Gazette. Stroud, Gloucester- 
shire, England. 

Two equal uniform rods AB, BC are freely hinged at B; C rests on rough 

horizontal plane, and A is attached to point above it. When C is as far as pos- 

sible from a for equilibrium, AB, BC make angles a, 3, respectively, with the 

vertical. Find the coefficient of friction between the rod at C and the plane. 
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Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

Let AB=BC=2a, be the rods; CN, PF the verticals at C, A, respective- 

ly ; “coefficient of friction at C; R, the normal reaction at C; S, T, the vertic- 

al and horizontal reaction at A ; W, the weight of each rod ; 

ZNCB=§, BAP=a. 

Resolving vertically, R+S—2W....(1). 

Resolving horizontally, wR=T....(2). 

Taking moments about B with reference to the rod 

CB, 2aR(sinZ— ucos3)=a Wsin?....{3). 

Taking moments about B with reference to the rod 

AB, 2aSsina—2aTcosa=aWsina....(4). 

(1) and (2) in (4) gives 2a(2 W—R)sina—2auRcosa=a Wsina....{5). 

Eliminating R between (3) and (5), 

3sinw sin’ 

Qsinasin?# 2 

cota+scots 3sinacos + cosasin’ 

124. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

At one end of a weightless thread of length / is fastened a sphere of radius 7, and the 

other end of the thread is fastened to a vertical axis. The axis is put into motion of con- 

stant angular velocity ¢ What is the maximum angle which the thread will make with 
the vertical axis ? 

Solution by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, Defi- 
ance, Ohio. ‘ 

Let PS=l, 7 SPO-=6, then tand=""—/mg. ...(1), in which v?=¢?, and 

r—lIsin@. .*. 

Since sin6é=tan@/;/(1+tan*?6), we have from 

(2) the radical equation 

Igtan® 6—¢* 

tern (6? + 4)}} 
2lg 

The maximum angle is made when ¢=o; and 

this angle is theoretically 90°. The minimum angle is 

made when ¢=—0; and this angle is theoretically 0°. These extreme values of 6 

pre-suppose a finite value for 1; but if 1 be made zero, @ will be a maximum angle 

regardless of the magnitude of the angular velocity. 

Scholium.—The principle of this problem is exemplified in the opening of 

an umbrella by twirling it quickly when held in the regular way. The engine- 
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governor may also be cited. The whirligig may be considered a practical rever- 

sion of the principle exemplified in this problem. 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

NOTE ON THE POND PROBLEM. 

It was our purpose to publish a second solution of problem 90, Average 

and Probability, by a different method, but so far we have been unable to obtain 

a positive result. We have gone over our investigations a number of times, and 

have had several of our contributors go over the calculations, and so far we have 

been unable to find our error. Since we obtain a negative result, there is certain- 

ly something wrong with the work, for the problem admits of a definite solution 

when once the law of distribution has been decided upon. We hope to find time 

to go over our work again, and should we find our error, we will publish our so- 

lution as the method may be of interest to many of our readers. 

This problem was originally proposed by Artemas Martin, Ph. D., and 

published as problem 300, Vol. I., No. 6, page 195, in the Mathematical Visitor, 

edited and published by himself. We infer that this is the source from which 

Dr. Byerly took it for his problem 21, Integral Calculus, second edition, page 211. 

While no specific reference is made as to the source from which it was taken, yet 

in his introductory paragraph on the subject of Mean Value and Probability, Dr. 

Byerly makes mention of the Mathematical Visitor. 

In a letter to us from Dr. Martin, he says that Professor Seitz sent him a 

solution, giving the same answer as was obtained in the two solutions published 

in the December number of Vol. VII. Ep. F. 

106. Proposed by L. C. WALKER, A. M., Petaluma High School, Petaluma, Cal. 

Required the average distance between two points in a hemisphere. 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, Philadel- 
phia, Pa. 

Let O be the center of the sphere, P any point in the radius AO or BO. 

Take the left hemisphere when OP <3r, the 

right hemisphere when.OP>}3r. Let OP 

=#, PC, PG, PD; PE, PF=y. 

If the first point is anywhere on the 

hemisphere with radius x, the second point 

must be on the surface of the zone of 

a sphere radius y. The surface of the 

hemisphere radius x is 27x? when x<ir. 

If y<x the second point lies on the surface 

of a sphere radius y. The area of this sur- 

face=4zy*. If y>a and <(r—z), the sec- 

ond point is on the area 27PR.OR= 
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2zy(y+x). If y>(r—x) and <}/(r?+2*), the second point lies on the area 

When a>4r. The only different area for the 

second point is when — x) and <a; then the area is 27PH.NH=(7y/z) 

[r?—(y—a)?]. Let A be the required average distance. 

ar 
V(r? +2?) 

/x)(r? +22 y? | 

[15r4a? + 10r? at — 628 

If one point is taken in each hemisphere we get 

0 ($7r*)? V(r? +a?) 

[4r5a+ +20r3a3 + 10r? at + 426 —42(r? ]dx 
20r6 0 

= 16)/2)r. 

If both points are taken anywhere in the sphere we get 

A dx +f" —(y—2)*}ay | 

_ 36r — 74 

A=2A,-—A, = 3, (16, 2—5yr. 

These methods greatly simplify the tedium of integration. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

98. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

A particle describes an ellipse under an attraction always directed to the vertex; to 
determine the law of the attraction. 



Solution by the PROPOSER. 

or u== 
2ab* cosé 

is polar equation 

to the ellipse with vertex as pole. 

F=h? u? is the force required, h being an undetermined 

constant. 

do? 2ab?cus?6 

, ah?u? ah?(a*sin?6+ b2cos*@)? 

4a*b®cos5é : 

a ash? h?a(a?—b?*) (a®-—b?)2h? 

4ab®cos6 
‘ 

Also solved by J. SCHEFFER. 

99. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, 
Defiance, Ohio. 

Through the zenith of an observer at the sea-coast in north latitude p=40°, 

a ‘‘cat’s-tail clond,’’ height h=10 miles, extends northeast until it touches the 

horizon. How far from the observer is the advance-end of the cloud? What is 

the length uf the cloud measured from the end specified to the observer’s zenith ? 

Solution by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D.. Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Regarding the earth as a perfect sphere of radius 3963 miles, and disre- 

garding the observer’s height, the distance and length required will be the same 

for any latitude. 

Let C be the center of the earth, O the position of the observer, Z his ze- 

nith, and BOA the diameter of the visible horizon. 

OA=;/ (CA? — CO?) [(39735? — (3963)? ]=281.71 miles, the distance of 

advance end from observer. 

2ZOCA=4 4’, 

. ZA=(4;'57 X 7946)/360—281.99 miles, length of cloud. 

100. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, 
Defiance, 0. 

Determine the maximum value of (gy—q’), if given electric currents C and 

C’ produce deflections gy and @’ in a tangent galvanometer, so that tang/tang’ = 

C/C’. 

Solution by GEORGE R. DEAN, Professor of Mathematics, Missouri State School of Mines and Metallurgy, 
Rolla, Mo. 

We have C’tang=—Ctang’, gq’. 
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Differentiating, we must have for a maximum or minimum, C’sec* pPdp= 

dp=dgq'. 

Eliminating the differentials, C’sec? p—Csec? q’. 

Solving this and the given relation for p, we find 

= tan? p= 

( 
Hence tangtang’=—1. 

This shows that p—q’=90°. 

Also solved by H. C. WHITAKER, and G. B. M. ZERR. 

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION. 

ALGEBRA. 

145. Proposed by JOHN M. COLAW, A. M., Monterey, Va. 

Solve the equations : 

ax +by+cez-+dutew=h, 

bty+ctz4+ dtutetw=h?. 

146. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR. A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics. The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Solve by a short original method, if possible: 

GEOMETRY. 

180. Proposed by R. TUCKER, M. A. 

ABC is a triangle; A’, B’, C’ are the images of A, B, C with respect to 

BC, CA, AB. The circum-circle ABC cuts A’BC (say) in K (on A’B), M (on 

A'C), and AK, AM, AA’ cut BC in P, R, Q, respectively. Prove that (1) the 

orthocenters of the associated triangles lie un circle ABC ; (2) triangle AKM has 

its sides parallel to and equal twice the sides of the pedal triangle of ABC. and 

is also equal triangle formed by the above-named orthocenters ; (3) CP.a=D®, 
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BR.a=c?, AP.a=AR.a=be, BP.a=a? —b?, CR.a=a*? —c?, i. e., PR.a=2becosA; 

(4) hence BA touches circle ARC, which contains a Brocard-point of ABC; simi- 

larly for CA and circle APB; (5) BR.CR’, AR" =abc=CP.BP’, AP” (where 

R”, P’, P” correspond to R, P, on CA, AB, respectively); K, K’ are the Brocard 

constants (k=a*+b?+c?) of ABC, A’B’C’: then 

181. Proposed by WILLIAM HOOVER, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy, Ohio Uni- 
versity, Athens, Ohio. 

Prove that the extremities of the latera recta of all ellipses having a given 

major axis 2a lie on the parabola x? =—a(y—a). 

CALCULUS. 

142. Proposed by J. SCHEFFER, A. M., Hagerstown, Md. 

Solve the differential equation, 

dz 

dy 
(a—x) 

az 
—-+ y) 

143. Proposed by L. C. WALKER, A. M., Petaluma High School, Petaluma, Cal. 

lind the area of greatest ellipse that can be inscribed in a given semicircle. 

144. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

Find the volume of the sphere, «®-+y? +2? =2az, (a) within the paraboloid 

By’; (b) within the cone 2? By?. 

MECHANICS. 

134. Proposed by G. B. M. ZERR, A. M., Ph. D., Professor of Chemistry and Physics, The Temple College, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 

If pvp=Ri—b/tv be the equation for CO, gas, find the total, external and 

internal work done in compressing the gas from 102 to 136 atmospheres at acon- 

stant temperature 17°C and constant volume, R=63.23, b==481600 for CO,. 

135. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College 
Defiance, Ohio. 

What force acting at an inclination @ with a horizontak line on the center 

of a wheel of given weight will roll the wheel over an immovable cylindric log 

whose diameter is (1/m)th that of the wheel ? 

DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS. 

91. Proposed by F. P. MATZ, Sc. D., Ph. D., Professor of Mathematics and Astronomy in Defiance College, 
Defiance, Ohio. 

There are two unequal squara numbers the sum of whose sum, difference, product, 

and quotient, is a square. Find the two numbers. 
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92. Proposed by LON C. WALKER, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Petaluma High School, Petaluma, Cal. 

(a) Find the least three integral numbers such that the difference of every two of 

them shall be a square number; (b) Find the least three square numbers such that the dif- 
ference of every two of them shall be a square number. 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

119. Proposed by F. L. SAWYER, Mitchell, Ontario, Canada. 

Two players throw three dice, the object being to throw at one cast a tres, a deux, 

and an ace. They continue throwing in succession until one of the players wins. What 

advantage has the first player ? 

120. Proposed by LON C. WALKER, A. M., Professor of Mathematics, Petaluma High School, Petaluma,Cal. 

If a given ellipse be placed at random on another equal ellipse, find the chance that 
, the center of the first will fall on the second. 

NOTES. 

The Royal Society of London has awarded its Copley Medal to Prof. J.W. 

Gibbs, of Yale, for his contributions in Mathematical Physics. 

We have in our possession some excellent articles for next year. In the 

January number will appear an article Determination of all the Groups of Order 

168, by Dr. G. A. Miller, of Leland Stanford Jr. University. 

According to a new post-office ruling at Washington, D. C., magazines are 

not allowed to be sent to subscribers longer than the time for which the subscrip- 

tion has been paid. In view of this ruling, it is necessary that our subscribers 

send in their subscriptions at once. Notices have been sent to all. Please re- 

spond to same immediately. 

The New Geometry Waking the Sleep of Two Thousand Years is the title of 

an article which the new monthly, Everybody’s Magazine, has secured from Dr. 

Halsted, to appear in the February issue. 

If, by the management of:a phenominally successful journal, this article is 

expected to seize and hold the attention of its readers, what must be its interest 
for actual mathematicians? We think that it is no exaggeration to say that Dr. 

Halsted’s Supplementary Report on Non-Euclidean Geometry at the Denver 

Meeting of the Association for the Advancement of Science aroused greater gen- 

eral interest than any other paper presented at the meeting. A like interest 

will certainly be taken in the forthcoming article. Our readers should be sure 

to secure a copy of the magazine 2ontaining this article. 
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Smith, Charles Alwyn: Certain Hyperbolic Curves of the nth Order........ 
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MISCELLANEOUS (See Solutions and Problems). 

NOTES— 
Note on Center of Curvature, by George R. Dean, 45-46; Note on Poles and 

Polars, by George R. Dean, 81-83; Note on Problem 96, Average and Proba- 

bility, by the Editor, 101; Note, 124; Note, 167; Note on Problem 90 in Me- 

chanies, 175; Note on Problem 125, Algebra, 231; Note on Radius.of Curva- 

ture, 17-18; Note on the ‘Pond Problem,’’ 263. 

ARITHMETIC. 

A’s income is § of B’s income; A’s outgo is 4 B’s income, ete. No. 148...... ..... 

Board feet, how formula, 21/40 (d2 — 2d), for att number of board feet, 

Board fence, a piece of land is surrounded by. The number we acres » equals the 

Box, size of smallest cubical, to contain four balls. No. 185.................... 

Circulating decimals, 1/7=.142857 ; 1/21=0.0046619 to discover law. No.140...... 

Garden, 400 feet long, 300 feet wide. to be raised 9 inches with earth dug out of 

Interest, ratio of, to true discount on certain principal for,certain time. No. 139, 
House, hired for 1 year for $300. At end of 4 months M joins in use of house, ete. 

Note discounted at 20% per annum, yields 223% per annum interest. How long 

Pound of gold drawn into a wire long enough to reach round the earth. “To find 

Salary, a professor’s, is paid in installments, ete. No. 148....:................... 

Stock bought at 10% above par, pays 8% on investment, ete. No. 147............ 

Triangle, at corners stand towers. To find where ladder must be placed to reach 

10-12 

58-59 

31-35 

84-87 

216-230 

116-L17 
57-58 
137-139 

213-216 

1-9 

. 115-116 
241-251 

60-61 
192-195 

106, 180 

. 141-142 

63 

167 

195 

167 

270 

142 

118 

12-13 

30-38 

38 

|| 

Locomotive, the drive-wheel of, turns 20 times in 3 seconds, slips back 12%, ete. 

|_| 

|| 

63 

254 

230 

62 



Wine cask contains 256 gallons. Quantity is drawn off, ete. No. 149............ 254 

ALGEBRA. 

Army, length a, moves forward, officer sent from rear to van, ete. No. 118....... 143 

Alcohol, quantity diluted with water, etc. No. 124. 196 

Biquadratie equation, find condition of the coefficient that it may be solved by 

Bond, a man buys a 5% 10-year, at such a price as to enable him to spend annually 

Ifa +¢3)/3 3][a? + b® +c? )/2],ete.No.112 38 

Given =. +, ete. Find general term. No. 119.. 
or? 

168 

Equations, solve the equations 

bz’ =10a* bx+3a*y, ay? =10b? ay+3b?x. 64 

etc. No. 116............ 89 

—y4—369, r—y=1. No.135......... 231 

(x5 + (x+y)? =8 
+y5 +25 =729 No: 141....... 

(x+y)? +(2+y =31 
(1+-28)(1-+-2* No. 198........... 256 

Rationalize +23 +y3 +24 =0. No. 142 
Race, Aand Brun, ete. No. 126 231 

Square number, find one consisting of 24 figures, ete. No. ‘113. ern 64 

1 5 1 
Series, sum to n terms the series ete. No. 197 ..: 255 

1.2.3 3 2.5.4 3? 

Sphere, a hollow, has within a solid sphere; a quantity of water equal to 1/m of 
the capacity of the hollow sphere is poured in, ete. No. 120................ 169-170 

GEOMETRY. 

Angle between edge of trihedral angle and bisector of ne face angle is greater 

Angle sum of equal angles, show by a simple diagram that. ‘he. BUR Annee oes 259 

Jirele, find locus of center, touching a given line and passing through a given 

Circles, X and Y. A and Pare points of contact of tangents drawn from point ‘ot 
circle of similitude, ete. No. 145...... 

Circle, K, is the mid point of any chord AB. CD, and EF are any two choeds 

through A, ete. No. 188.. ..... 14-16 

Circles, two given. To finda line such that tangents drat awn from it to the circles 

Cones, find the equation of four, that pass through three given straight lines inter- 
secting in same point. No. 144 .. 66-68 

Conic, given a conic and circumscribing triangles of the conic, prove that the s six 

Conic, two chords passing through a point, A, pte, 232 

Ellipse, if «? ++ y? = 1, « and y being points corresponding to complex numbers, 
ete., prove « and y are ends of a conjugate radii of an ellipse, ete. No. 139.. 42-43 
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Point at given distance from corner of square. Construct square. No. 151...144, 197-198 

Point, find in straight line, to draw tangents to circle. No. 182 .................. 144 

Point, find locus in space of point equally illuminated by two lights,ete. No. 147, 91 

Points, two points are on a range, and a point that bisects the distance between 

Quadrilateral, inscribed in a circle. Opposite sides produced to meet, ete. No. 146, 90 
Race track, half mile, is laid out by use of two circles, ete. No. 159 ............. 259 

Spheres, if centers of three do not lie in same straight line, ete. No. 148......... 66 

Sphere, find the equation of sphere cutting four spheres orthogonally. No. 150... 119 

Triangle, to construct equilateral triangle, having one vertex in a given point, and 

the other two in a given parallel line. No. 232 

Triangle, equilateral, described on hypotenuse of right triangle. No. 141........ 43-44 

Triangles, show that infinite number of can be inscribed in the ellipse 

an 

Triangles, the condition that two triangles abc and xyz are similar, ete. No. 149, 91-94 

Tracks, two straight tracks united by a cross-over composed of two curves of 

CALCULUS. 

Auger-hole, to find volume of, by boring through a right cone. No. 110.......... 145-146 
Beam, of square section, to be cut from a log in shape of conic frustum. No. 116, 233-234 

Curve, find the curve in which product of perpendiculars drawn from two fixed 
pointe to, are tangent, is constant. No. 95 

Cylinders, two elliptic cylinders intersect at right angles. Find common volume. 

Cup, to find dimensions of, in form of frustum of a regular pyramid of n faces, ete. 

Equation, find the differential, of systems of parabolas y*—=4a?(«#+a%*), 

Equation, find differential, corresponding to 

Ellipses, two concentric, to find common volume. No. 1l4....................04. 201-202 

Frustum of a paraboloid of revolution closed at both ends. No. 117.............. 234 

Points, from all points in a straight line passing through a circle, tangents are 

Paraboloid of revolution, axis of, coincides with generating lines of a eee ete. 

Roots, at what rate are the roots of the equation x«? + px+q=0, changing, te. 

Speed of signaling in submarine telegraph-cable varies inver sely as x? log (1/c), x 
being ratio of radius of core to that of covering. No. 107.................. 69-70 

Sphere of radius r is pierced by a cylinder of radius 4r,ete. Find volume removed. 

Triangle, hypotenuse of right triangle increases uniformly at rate of 1/12 of an 

MECHANICS. 

Bicycle, man riding, runs through a puddle of water. No. 100 ................4.. 18 
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Bicycle, the wheels are three feet apart, what must be diameter of circle traced by 
front wheel, if hind wheel makes a circle 14 feet in diameter? No. 106..... 71 

Cylinder, a closed steel cylinder in horizontal ~~ is filled with water, ete. 

Cone, find center of gravity of, if specific gravity at one end is 1 and at other end 

Cloth, a tight roll of very thin, placed on a rough table inclined plane, ete. No.110, 96 
Chain, wound round the circumference of a perfectly rough, wheel, hangs with 

Ellipse of minimum eccentricity ¢, resting in equilibrium on rough in- 

clined plane, prove inclination is 6=sin—[e*/2—e*]. No. 114........ 121 
Kepler’s Third Law, can it be shown by, that distances are inversely proportioned 
Locomotive and tender standing still on a bridge. Pressure is 80 tons. If running 

at the rate of 60 miles per hour, find pressure. No. 104.................... 48, 70 

Man, weighing 15U pounds, ascends in a balloon until area visible to him 

is 27R?2(1—4),/2). Whatis his weight? No. 111..................... 96-97 
Particles, two, attracting each other inversely as the squares of their distance 

Particle, heavy, with light string attached, placed on the edge of smooth table. 

Parallelogram, given sides a, b, direction of ¢ a, and position of centroid. Prove, ete. 

Plane, inclination of perfectly rough plane on which rests an ellipse, ete. No.114, 121 

Radius of curvature varying in a certain way gives Ryan’s Equation of Elastic 

Rhombus, diagonals 2a, 26, and ¢ angle, vibiipe axis makes with diagonal, ete. 

Rod, rough uniform, placed on a table, ete. No. 120-121 

to square velocities? No. 108.... ........ 95-96 
Rods, two uniform, are freely hinged at B, ete. No. 123 at 261-262 

Particle, an elastic, Jpeaiies along a chord of a smooth, fixed circular rim, ete. 

Pans, two equal scale, of mass m hang at rest over a entnnth pulley. Elastic parti- 

ticle is dropped into one pan, ete. No. 22h... 203-204 

Pressure, prove that, applied uniformly in all directions to a solid reduces its di- 

Sun, if moved into center of earth’s orbit, how would length of year be changed ? 

Shaft, ABC, attached at one end by pivot to piston-rod, etc. No. 116............ 149 

Thread, a weightless, at one end of which is fastened a sphere of radiusr. The 

other end is fastened to a vertical axis, ete. No. 124............0.......04. 262 

Vessel in shape of parallelopiped, filled with water, has in its bottom a rectangular 

DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS. 

Fraction, find a square proper, which if subtracted from unity will leave for 
remainder a square proper fraction. No. 68... . 

Given «? — 854y? = 5. What is the value of x and y in whole numbers? No. 85, 

Numbers, to find three in A. P. whose sum is a square and acube. No. 83........ : 

Nests, an infinite series of, contains all the prime, integral, rational, parallelopi- 

Parallelopipeds, edges of, are within one of the proportions, 3:6:7, ete. No. 86.. 

Prove that x? + 1457=0(mod. 2389) is insoluble. No. 
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AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY. 

A and B play for points until one has lost all his money, A having £m and B £n. 

No. 

Average area of a circle inscribed in a triangle. No. 93 
Average distance between two points taken at random in surface of cirle. No. 101 150-151 

Average distance between two points ina hemisphere. No. 106 
Average distance, find, between two points in opposite sides of a 2n-gon. No. 

Average distance of center of ellipsoid from its surface. No. 105 
Circle, a line equal in length to radius is drawn from a random point in surface of 

circle. No. 99 
Circle, a random line drawn across, and five points taken. Find chance that points 

lie on same side of line. No. 97 

Circle is drawn at random both in magnitude end position, but so as to lie wholly 

263 
124 

207-208 

on the surface of a given semi-circle. No. 103 ay 173-174, 205-206 

Ellipse, three points taken at random in it. Find average area of triangle formed. 
No. 95 .... 

Field, circular, radius r, is divided i into » four equal parts, by concentric circles and 

concentric rings. From center are fired at random 1000 projectiles, ete. 

Triangle, ‘find chance, that center of gravity lies inside of triangle formed by join- 

ing three points taken at random within triangle. No. 56... 

Ship at A observes another at B, whose course is unknown. pieciaoee their speeds 

the same, prove, ete. No. 70... ; 

Sphere, six points, A, B, C, D, EI , are taken at random on suttace ‘Find chance 

that plane through A, B, C intersects plane D, F within 
Sphere, three points taken at random on surface of, to find chance that triangle 

formed is acute. No. 94.... 

Sphere, a random line is determined by two random points within a, find velocity 
of particle sliding down the line. No. 102 ............... 

Sphere, in given, two radii are drawn at random, and point taken at random. Find 

99-100 

50-52 

20 

52-53 

chance, ete. No. 104 206-207 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Cloud, cat’s-tail, — 10 miles, is seen by an observer in latitude 40° N, ete. No. 

Jurrents, einatete, C and C’, to find maximum, ete. No. 100 

Density and mass-of the earth, to find, having given the attraction of a ball of lead 
on a particle close to the earth’s surface, etc. No.89 ... 

House, wall of, if its plane were extended, would cut the horison at an angle of 8 

south of due east. The latitude of place is, ete. No. 94 

Particle describes an ellipse under an attraction always directed towards the ver- 
tex ; find law of attraction. No. 98 

Prove that No. 
Planets, the three that were seen together in the time of Gentiin. 

Rifle, shot at different ranges from’ which a table of elevations are gears ete. 
No. 90 

Series, solve to infinity, 5cosé tet, — 7 os etc. No. 88 

Staff, 60 feet high, casting a shadow on a horizontal plane due north=20 feet long 

falls due southeast ; find area covered by shadow. No. 92...... 

Stick of timber, 12 feet long, and 8 inches by 3 inches at one end, and 5 inches by 
12 inches at the other, to cut into two equal parts. No. 96 

Spherical soap-bubble, electrified, ete. 

Triangles, sides and areas for rational, given in Halsted. 
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ALGEBRA (see Solutions and Problems). 
ARITHMETIC (see Solutions and Problems). 

AVERAGE AND PROBABILITY (see Solutions and Problems). 
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30, 57-58, 89-90, 120, 182, 209-210, 242, 274-276 
ALGEBRA: College Algebra, by Leonard E. Dickson, Ph. D., 57-58. 

ARITHMETIO: The Public School Arithmetic, by J. A. McLellan and A. F. Ames, 

58; The Business Man’s Arithmetic, by J. 8S. Hunter, 275; Elementary Ar- 

ithmetic of the Octinal Notation, by George H. Cooper, 275; The Book We 

Need, by Leon Steffire, 275; Arithmetica Razionale, 210. 

Astronomy: Elementary Treatise on Navigaiion and Astronomy, by Eugene L. 

Richards, 89. 

Catcutus: An Elementary Treatise on the Calculus, by George A. Gibson, 30; 

Elementary Calculus, by Perey F. Smith, 120; Differential and Integral 

Calculus, by Virgil Snyder and John I. Hutchinson, 275-276, 
GroMEtTRY: Elements of Plane Geometry, by Alan Sanders, 89; The Founda- 

tions of Geometry, by David Hilbert, translated by E. J. Townsend, 209, 

274-275. 

Grapus: Graphs, by Robert J. Aley, 57. 

JOURNALS: The American Journal of Mathematics, 58, 120, 210, 276; Annals of 

Mathematics, 58, 120, 210, 276; The School Visitor, 276; Journals received, 

276. 

Meonantcs: Science of Mechanics, by Dr. Ernst Mach, 182; Elementary Prin- 

ciples in Statical Mechanics, by J. Willard Gibbs, 182; An Introduction to 

Celestial Mechanics, by F. R. Moulton, Ph. D., 210; Elements of the Theory 

of the Newtonian Potential Functions, by B. O. Peirce, 242. 

Puystios: An Elementary Book on Electricity and Magnetism and Their Appli- 

cations, by Dugal C. Jackson and John P. Jackson, 90; Physics for High 

Schools, by Henry S. Carhart and Horatio N. Chute, 120; Elements of 

Physics, by Fernando Sanford, 242. 

PropaBiLity: A Philosophical Essay on Probabilities, by Pierre Simon, Mar- 
quis de La Place, 210. 

Tastes: Four Place Logarithmic Tables, by Perey F. Smith, 120. 

TriIGoNoMETRY: Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, by Charles A. Ashton and 
Walter R. Marsh, 242; A Short Course in Plane and Spherical Trigonom- 

etry, by Edwin S. Crawley, 242. 

Vector Anatysis: Vector Analysis, by J. Willard Gibbs, 89. 

CALCULUS (see Solutions and Problems). 

DIOPHANTINE ANALYSIS (see Solutions and Problems). 

GEOMETRY (see Solutions and Problems). 

MATHEMATICAL PAPERS— 

Dickson, L. E.: Factors of a Certain Determinant of Order Six............ 66-68 

The Order of a Certain Senary Linear Group 

Ninth Summer Meeting of the American Mathematical Society 
A Matrix Defined by the Quaternion Group 
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